
Notes on Contributors

ROBERT I. ALOTTA has been employed in public relations, has been active
in promotional work in the Philadelphia area, about which he has written exten-
sively both in historical material and in onomastics, but finally saw where his
talents lay. After obtaining a doctorate in history, he accepted a teaching position
in Kirkhof College, Michigan. He also serves as Membership Chairman for the
American Name Society. FRANK R. ARDOLINO teaches at the University of
Hawaii at Manoa and has published articles on Elizabethan literature. HER-
BERT BARRY III and AYLENE S. HARPER teach in the School of Pharmacy
at the University of Pittsburgh. Their computer analyses of names are certain to
have a great influence on the study of the psychology of naming. M. J. HANAK
teaches at East Texas State University and regularly contributes· to the study of
literary onomastics. KELSIE B. HARDER has served in offices of the American
Name Society since 1960. His earlier study of Dickens was published in Names'
(1959). R. R. MEHROTA teaches English at Banaras Hindu University, Vara-
nasi, India. This is his first appearance in Names but surely not his last. He is
collecting articles for an issue on names in India. H. F. RAUP, eminent geogra-
pher and early contributor to Names, has retired from teaching at Kent State
University but has not retired from scholarly activity. ROBERT M. RENNICK has
contributed outstanding articles to Names. He is especially remembered for his
articles on Hitler, name changing, and "obscene names," the latter the most
often requested for reprinting elsewhere. His book on place names in Kentucky is
in press. L. D. RUST is Associate Professor of Psychology at the State Universi-
ty College at Potsdam. His research on the derivation of James has reached the
proportions of a monograph. He will welcome comments, suggestions, and
directions, as well as sources, on the name that he has been researching for
several years.
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